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Abstract Let M be a real hypersurface in a complex space form Mil (c), A the shape operator
and cpthe almost contact structure on M induced by the complex structure on M; (c). In this
paper, we study the condition

((cpA-Acp)X,Y) =0

for X,Y in r(~), where ~ is the holomorphic distribution on M. In particular, we classify
minimal real hypersurfaces satisfying this condition in complex Euclidean spaces and in
complex projective spaces.
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1 Introduction

Let Mil (c) be an n-dimensional complete and simply connected complex space form with
complex structure J of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4c, i.e., it is either a com-
plex projective space cpn (for c > 0), a complex Euclidean space Cn (for c = 0) or a complex
hyperbolic space CHIl (for c < 0).
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A connected real hypersurface M in M; (c) is said to be Hopf ir the structure vector field
~ is principal, i.e., A~ = a~, for some function a on M, where ~ = =JN and N a unit vect~r
normal to M (cf. [3]).

In 1973, Takagi [28] classified homogeneous real hypersurfaces in cpn into six classes
of Hopf hypersurfaces with constant principal curvatures, nowaday, known as real hyper-
surfaces of type A I,A2, B, C, D and E. Cecil and Ryan [4] showed that Hopf hypersurfaces
could be expressed as tubes of constant radius over certain complex submanifolds in the
ambient space. Having extended the results of Cecil and Ryan in [4], Kimura [14] showed
that the Hopf hypersurfaces in cpn with constant principal curvatures are indeed the homo-
geneous real hypersurfaces.

On the other hand, Montiel [23] obtained a list of homogeneous Hopf hypersurfaces in
CHn with constant principal curvatures, nowaday so-called of type Ao, A I,A2 and B. Berndt
[3] showed that the real hypersurfaces in the Montiel's list are the only Hopf hypersurfaces
in CHn with constant principal curvatures.

A typical example of non-Hopf real hypersurfaces in Mn(c), for c =I 0, is the class of
ruled real hypersurfaces. Ruled real hypersurfaces in Mil (c) are characterized by having
a one-codimensional foliation whose leaves are totally geodesic complex hypersurfaces in
Mn(c) (cf. [21]).

These real hypersurfaces mentioned above appeared to be standard spaces and playa
central role in the study of real hypersurfaces in a non-flat complex space form. In the past
two decades, a number of papers dealt with the problem of characterizing real hypersurfaces
in a non-flat complex space form under certain additional properties on which the real hy-
persurfaces being classified consist of subclasses of the Takagi's list, Montiel's list and ruled
real hypersurfaces (see [10], [12], [16]-[20], etc, for some recent papers and also the papers
cited in [25]).

Real hypersurfaces, other than these standard spaces, have little been investigated, partly
because the properties studied are too restrictive to be used for characterizing other classes
of real hypersurfaces. It is natural to investigate certain conditions weak enough to include
other classes of real hypersurfaces into the classification. This paper is a contribution along
this line.

We shall now briefly discuss the motivation for the paper as well as the results obtained.
Besides the submanifold structure, represented by the shape operator A, on M, there is

an almost contact metric structure (CP, ~ , 11,(,) ) on M induced by the complex structure J of
the ambient space. In [24], [27] and [26], having considered the condition

CPA = ACP (1)

the authors then investigated the interaction of these two structures. From the Sasakian ge-
ometrical viewpoint, the condition (I) is necessary and sufficient for the the almost contact
structure on M to be normal.

We combine their results in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 ([24], [27], [26]) Let M be a real hypersurface in Mn(c), n 2:: 2. Then M satisfies
(1) if and only if M is locally congruent to one of the following spaces:

1. For c > 0
(A I) geodesic spheres,
(A2) tubes over a totally geodesic CPP, for p E {I, 2, ... .n - 2}.

2. Forc = 0
(a) totally geodesic hyperplanes lR2n-l,
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(b) hyperspheres s2n-1 (a), a > 0,
(c) the product spaces S2p-1 (a) x cn-p, a > 0,
(d) cylinders over a plane curve.

3. Forc < °
(Ao) horospheres,
(A I) geodesic hyperspheres and tubes over totally geodesic complex hyperplanes CHn-l,
(A2) tubes over totally geodesic CHP,for p E {1,2,···,n - 2}.

The real hypersurfaces M listed in this theorem are Hopf. For c i= 0, the real hypersur-
faces are non-ruled, while for c = 0, the real hypersurfaces are ruled for cases (a), (d) and in
(c) provided that p = 1.

This theorem completely classify real hypersurfaces satisfying condition (1). It is inter-
esting to look at a condition that is weaker than (1). The main objective of this paper is to
study the condition

((CPA-Acp)X,Y) = ° (2)
for any X,Y E r(~), where ~ := Spang}.L is the holomorphic distribution on M and
r("f/) denotes the module of all differentiable sections on a vector bundle "f/ over M.

We first prove the following result in Sect. 3.

Theorem 2 Let M be a real hypersurface in Mn(c), n ~ 3. Suppose that M satisfies the
condition

da( ~) is nowhere zero in an open dense subset of M,

where a = (A~, ~). If M satisfies (2) then M is locally congruent to a ruled real hypersur-
face.

It is worthwhile to remark that there exist many examples of ruled real hypersurfaces
M in M; (c) on which the condition (*) does not hold. For instance, the minimal ruled real
hypersurfaces given in [I, 15]. However, there do exist ruled real hypersurfaces in M; (c)
with da(~) i= ° everywhere (cf. [7]).

Surprisingly, Theorem 2 is not true if the condition (*) is omitted. In Sect. 5, we shall
exhibit an example to illustrate this remark. More precisely, we study the immersion

tp: CPo x jR+ x S2PI+1 (a) x S2P2+1(b) -t C" = CPI+I X CP2+1 x CPO

given by

where a, b > °with a2+ b2 = 1 and Po, PI, P2 three non-negative integers with Po +PI +
P2 +2 = n. tp immersed M = CPo X jR+ x , (s2PI+1 (a) x S2P2+1(b)) isometrically into C"
as a real hypersurface. It can be verified that such a real hypersurface satisfies both (2)
and the property da(~) = ° everywhere. We can also observed that it is non-ruled unless
PI =P2 =0.

In the last two sections, we focus on the case: d a(~) = ° everywhere. Thi s case seems
to be more complicated, a slightly stronger condition is hence, being imposed in our study.

We first consider the complex Euclidean ambient space in Scct. 6. With V := cpA~ and
{3 := IIVII, we how that under certain restriction, real hypersurfaces in cn satisfying (2) are
defined by the above immersion, i.e.,
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Theorem 3 Let Po, PI, P2 be three non-negative integers with Po+ PI +P2+ 2 = n and a,
b > 0 with a2 + b2 = 1. Then the mapping

given by

defines a real hypersurface M with grad a = aV, non-vanishing f3 and satisfying the condi-
tion (2).

Conversely, if M is a real hypersurface in cn, n 2': 3, with grad a = aV, non-vanishing
f3 and satisfying the condition (2), then up to rigid motions ofcn. M is defined by the above
immersion P.

By the above theorem, we obtain the following classification of minmal real hypersur-
faces in Cn satisfying (2).

Theorem 4 Let Po, PI, P2 be three non-negative integers with Po+ PI +P2+ 2 = nand

a= 2pI + I b=
2(PI +P2+ 1) ,

Then the mapping

P: CPo x lR+ x S2PI+I(a) x S2P2+1(b) -+ Cll = CP1+I x CP2+1 x CPO

given by

defines a minimal real hypersurface M with non-vanishing f3 and satisfying the condition
(2).

Conversely, if M is a minimal real hypersurface in C", n 2': 3, with non-vanishing f3
and satisfying the condition (2), then up to rigid motions ofcn, M is defined by the above
immersion P.

Finally, in the last section, we deal with complex projective ambient spaces and prove
the following result.

Theorem 5 Let Po, PI, P2 be three non-negative integers with Po+PI +P2+ 1= n and a,
b > 0 with a2+ b2 = 1. Then the mapping

(3)

where w :C~+I -+ Cpll is the canonical projection, Z E CPo, r E lR+, XI E s2PI+I (a), X2 E
S2P2+1(b), defines a real hvpersurjace M with grad a = aV and satisfying the condition (2).

Conversely, if M is a real hypersurface in CP'I, n 2': 3, with grad a = aV and satisfying
the condition (2), then up to rigid motions ofCI1+ I,M is defined by the above immersion P.

We then apply this theorem to classify minimal real hypersurfaces in cpn satisfying (2).
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Theorem 6 Let po, PI, P2 be three non-negative integers with Po +PI + P2 + 1= nand

a=

Then the mapping

where lfI : C~+I ---+ cpn is the cannonical projection, z E CPo, r E jR+, XI E S2PI + I (a), X2 E

S2P2+1 (b), defines a minimal real hypersurface M satisfying the condition (2).
Conversely, if M is a minimal real hypersurface in cpn, n 2: 3, satisfying the condition

(2), then up to rigid motions ofCn+ I, M is defined by the above immersion '1'.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we shall recall some fundamental identities in the theory of real hypersurfaces
in a complex space form and fix some notations. Some general results are also derived here.

Let M be a connected real hypersurface isometrically immersed in Mn(c), n 2: 3, N a
unit normal vector field on M and (,) the Riemannian metric on M. We define a tensor field
qJof type (I, I), a vector field ~ and a l-forrn 17 by

JX = qJX +l7(X)N, IN = -~, 17 (X) = (~,X)

for any X E r(TM). Then we have

(4)

Denote by V' the Levi-Civita connection and A the shape operator on M. Then

(V'xqJ)Y = 17 (Y)AX - (AX ,Y)~, V'x~ = qJAX (5)

for any X, Y E r(TM).
Let R be the curvature tensor of M. Then the equations of Gauss and Codazzi are given

respectively by

R(X, Y)Z = c{ (Y,Z)X - (X ,Z)Y + (qJY,Z)qJX - (qJX ,Z)qJY

-2(qJX,Y)qJZ} + (AY,Z)AX - (AX,Z)AY

(V'xA)Y - (V'yA)X = c{l7(X)qJY -l7(Y)qJX - 2(qJX, Y)~}.

~uj
c:
U.I
>
Z
::>

The second order covariant derivative V'2A on the shape operator A is defined by

The following lemma characterizes ruled real hypersurfaces in M1J(c).

Lemma 1 ([22]) Let M be a real hypersurface in Mn(c), n 2: 2. Then M is a ruled real
hypersurface if and only if qJAqJ= 0, or equivalently (AX, Y) = 0, for any X, Y E r(91).
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In the following, we denote by V:= </>A~,a:= 1J(A~) and f3 := IIVII. Also, we define
a symmetric tensor field T of type (1,1) by

TX:= (V'sA)X - (X, V)A~ -1J(AX)V (6)

for any X E r(TM). Further we let

G, := {x EM: II</>A</>II-I= O}.

Then it is clear that M is ruled if and only if G, is empty.

Lemma 2 Let M be a real hypersurface in Mn(c). Then

(a) T~ = grad a + 2AV - aV,
(b) (V'sAg = T~ + aV = grad a + 2AV.

Proof For any X E r(TM), the Codazzi equation (5) and (6) imply that

(TX,~) = ((V'xA)~,~) - a(X, V)
= (V'xA~,~) - (AV'x~,~) - oix, V)
= Xa - 2(V'x~ ,A~) - a(X,v)

= Xa + 2 (AX , V) - a(X, V).

Hence we have proved Statement (a). Statement (b) can be obtained directly from (6), the
Codazzi equation and Statement (a). 0

Lemma 3 Let M be a ruled hypersurface in Mn(c). Then

(TX,Y) = 0 (7)

for all X, Y E r(~).

Proof By Lemma I, we have (AX,Y) = 0, for any X,Y E r(~). By differentiating covari-
antly both sides of this equation in the direction of ~, we obtain

0= ((V'sA)X,y) + (AV'sX,y) + (AX, V'sY)

= ((V' sA)X, Y) + 1J(V'sX)1J (AY) + 1J(AX)1J (V'sY).

It follows from (5) and the definitions of V and T that we obtain (7). o

3 A characterization of certain ruled real hypersurfaces in M; (c)

Throughout this section, suppose M is a connected real hypersurface in Mn(c), n ~ 3. We
also suppose that M satisfies the condition (2), i.e.,

((</>A-A</»X,Y) =0

for any X,Y E r(~). We remark that the condition (2) is equivalent to

(</>A-A</»X = 1J(X)V + (X, V)~ (8)

for any X E r(TM).
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Lemma 4 For any X E r(TM),

Proof For any X E r(TM), by using the Codazzi equation and (5), we get

V'xV =(V'x</»A~ + </>(V'xAg +</>AV'x~
=aAX -11(A2X)~ + 11 (AX)</>V + (X ,v)V - c</>2X + </>TX+ </>A</>AX.

Next, by using (4) and (8), we obtain the Lemma. o

Lemma 5 For any X E t:(TM),

(</>T - T</»X = (</>T~ ,X)~ + 11(X)</>T~. (9)

Proof For any X E r(TM), by differentiating covariantly both sides of the equation (8) in
the direction of ~, we obtain

(V's</»AX + </>(V'sA)X - (V'sA)</>X -A(V's</»X

= (X, V's~)V + 11(X)V' s V + (V's V,X)~ + (X, V)V' s~'

By using (5), (6) and Lemma 4, this equation becomes

211(AX)A~ +11(AX)</>2A~ +</>TX - (</>X,V)A~ - T</>X
= a11(X)A~ + 11(X)</>T~ + a11(AX)~ + (</>T~ ,X)~.

Next, by using (4) and this equation, we obtain (9). o

Lemma 6 For any Y,Z E r(~),

(V'yA)Z = (AY,Z)V + (Y, V)AZ + (Z, V)AY + {(TY,Z) - c(</>Y,Z) g. 00)

Proof For any Y,Z E r(~), from [13, Lemma 2.11, we have

By taking this into account,

(V'yA)Z = -</>2(V'yA)Z + 11 ((V'yA)Z) ~

and then using the Codazzi equation and (6), we obtain equation (10). o

Lemma7 ForanyX,Y,ZEr(9),

(a) (TY,Z) = 0,
(b) ((V'xT)Y,Z) = ((V'yT)X ,Z).
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Proof For any Y,Z E r(~), by differentiating both sides of (10) covariantly in the direction
of X E r(~), we obtain

(V}yA)Z + (VvxyA)Z + (VyA)VxZ
=((VxA)Y,Z)V + (AVxY,Z)V + (AY, VxZ)V + (AY,Z)VxV

+ (Y, V)(VxA)Z + (Y, V)AVxZ + (Vx Y, V)AZ + (Y, VxV)AZ
+ (Z, V)(VxA)Y + (Z, V)AVxY + (VxZ, V)AY + (Z, VxV)AY
+ ((VxT)Y,Z)~ + (TVxY,Z)~ + (TY, VxZ)~ + (TY,Z)Vx~
- c((Vxq, )Y,Z)~ - c(q,Vx Y,Z)~ - c(q,Y, VxZ)~ - c(q,Y,Z)Vx~.

By using (5), (6) and (10), this equation yields

(V}yA)Z =((VxA)Y,Z)V + (Y, V)(VxA)Z + (Z, V)(VxA)Y + ((VxT)Y,Z)~
_ (Y, q,AX)q,2TZ - (Z, q,AX)q,2TY - c(Z, q,AX)q,Y - c(q,Y,Z)q,AX
+ (AY,Z)VxV + (Y, VxV)AZ + (Z, VxV)AY + (TY,Z)q,AX.

It follows from (2), Lemma 5, the Codazzi equation and (10) that

(R(X,Y)A)Z
=(V}yA)Z - (V~xA)Z
=I -c(Y, V)(q,X,Z) + (Y, V)(TX,Z) + ((VxT)Y,Z)
+ c(X, V) (q,Y,Z) - (X, V) (TY,Z) - ((VyT)X ,Z) - 2c(Z, V) (q,X, Y) g
_ 2(Y, q,AX)q,2TZ - (Z, q,AX)q,2TY + (Z, q,AY)q,2TX
+c{ -(Z,q,AX)q,Y + (Z,q,AY)q,X}
_ (Ay,Z)A2X + c(AY,Z)X + (AY,Z)q,TX

+ (AX,Z)A2y - c(AX ,Z)Y - (AX ,Z)q,TY + 2(q,TX, Y)AZ
- (AX ,AZ)AY + c(X ,Z)AY + (q,TX ,Z)AY
+ (AY,AZ)AX - c(Y,Z)AX - (q,TY,Z)AX
_ c( q,Y, Z) q,AX + (TY, Z) q,AX + c( q,X, Z) q,AY - (T X, Z) q,AY.

By applying the Gauss equation and (2) in the above equation, we get

{((VxT)Y,Z) - ((VyT)X,Z) g- 2(Y, q,AX)q,2TZ - (Z, q,AX)q,2TY

+ (Z, q,AY)q,2TX + (TY,Z)Aq,X - (TX ,Z)Aq,Y + 2(Y, q,TX)AZ
+ (Z,q,TX)AY - (Z,q,TY)AX + (AY,Z)q,TX - (AX,Z)q,TY = O. (11)

By taking inner product of each side of this equation with W E T (~) , we obtain

2(Y, q,AX) (TZ, W) + (Z, q,AX) (TY, W) - (Z, q,AY)(TX, W) + (W, q,AX) (TY,Z)
_ (W,q,AY)(TX,Z) +2(Y,q,TX)(AZ, W) + (Z,q,TX)(AY, W)
_ (Z, q,TY) (AX, W) + (W, q,TX) (AY,Z) - (W, q,TY) (AX ,Z) = O.

Now, by replacing Y.Z and W cyclically in the above equation and then summing the three
obtained equations, with the help of (2) and Lemma 5, we obtain

(Y, q,AX) (TZ, W) + (Z, q,AX) (TW, Y) + (W, q,AX) (TY,Z)
+ (Y,q,TX)(AZ, W) + (Z,q,TX)(AW,Y) + (W,q,TX)(AY,Z) = O.
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By switching X to q,X in the above equation, we obtain

(Y,AX) (TZ, W) + (Z,AX)(TW,Y) + (W,AX)(TY,Z)
+ (Y,TX)(AZ, W) + (Z,TX) (AW,Y) + (W,TX)(AY,Z) = O. (12)

Consider a point x E GI, there is a vector Xo E C!Jxsuch that (AXo,Xo) of:. O. We first let
X = Y = Z = W = Xo in (12) to get (AXo,Xo) (TXo,Xo) = 0, showing (TXo,Xo) = O. Next,
if we put X = Y = Z = Xo in (12), then (AXo,Xo) (TXo, W) = 0 for any W E C!Jxand so
q,TXo = O. Finally, by putting X = Y = Xo in (12), we have (TZ, W) = 0 for any Z, WE C!Jx.
Hence, q,T q,= 0 at such a point x.

On the other hand, the open submanifold Int(M - G I) is a ruled hypersurface in Mil (c) by
virtue of Lemma 1 and so it follows from Lemma 3 that q,Tq, = 0 on the open submanifold
Int(M - GI)' Therefore, from the continuity of iiq,Tq,ii, we conclude that q,Tq, = 0 on the
whole of M.

Statement (b) can be obtained directly from (II) and Statement (a). o

LemmaS ForanyX,Y Er(TM),

("1xA)Y = (AX, Y) V + (X, V)AY + (Y, V)AX - c{T/(Y)q,X + (q,X, Y)~}
+{T/(X)T/(TY) +T/(Y)T/(TX)}~ +T/(X)T/(Y){T~ -2(~ag}. (13)

Proof First, from Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, we have

(V xA)Y = (AX, Y) V + (X, V)AY + (Y, V)AX - c(q,X, Y)~

for any X,Y E r(C!J). Then by using this equation, (6), Lemma 2 and Lemma 7, equation
(13) can be obtained after verifying each of the C!J- or Span {~}-components for both X and
Yin (13). 0

Lemma 9 (a) iiq,Aq,ii q,T~ = 0,
(b) (("1xT)Y,Z) = 0, VX,Y,Z E r(C!J).

Proof For any Y,Z E r(C!J), by differentiating both sides of Lemma 7(a) in the direction of
X E r(C!J) and then using (5), we get

(("1xT)Y,Z) - (Y, q,AX)T/(TZ) - (Z, q,AX)T/(TY) = o. (14)

This, together with (2) and Lemma 7(b), give

2(Y, q,AX)T/ (TZ) + (Z, q,AX)T/ (TY) - (Z, q,AY)T/ (TX) = O. (15)

Statement (a) clearly holds for a point x E M - GI. Hence, we consider a point x E GI
and a unit vector Xo E C!Jxsuch that (AXo,Xo) of:. O. First, by putting Y= q,Xo and Z =X = Xo
in (15), we get T/(TXo) = O. From this and after we put Y = Z = q,Xo and X = Xo in (15),
then T/(Tq,Xo) =O. Finally, if we putZ = q,Xo and X =Xo in (15), we have T/(TY) = 0, for
any Y E !?Jx and so q,T ~ = O. This proves Statement (a).

Statement (a) implies that the second and third terms in (14) vanish everywhere. This
proves Statement (b). 0

Lemma 10 ~a - T/(T~) = 0 and grad a = aV - 2AV on GI.
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Proof Since II</>A</> II -I- 0 on GI, Lemma 2(a) and Lemma 9(a) imply that

Ya = a(Y, V) - 2(AY, V), (16) .

for all Y E r(~) and so

XYa =(Xa)(Y,v) + a(V'x y,v) + a(Y, V'xV)
- 2((V'xA)Y, V) - 2(AV'xY, V) - 2 (AY, V'xV)

for any X,Y E r(~). By making use of Lemma 4, Lemma 7, the Codazzi and the above
equations, we have

[X,Yja = a([X,Yj, V) -2(A[X,Yj,v).

Therefore, by virtue of (4) and (16), we obtain

([X,Y],~)~a = ([X,Y],~)TJ(T~) = o.
Since ~ is not integrable on GI, ([X, Y], ~) -I- 0 for some X, Y E T (~). This proves ~a = 0
and furthermore, together with (16), yield grad a = aV - 2AV. 0

Lemma 11 Let h (:= Trace A ) be the mean curvature of M. Then grad (h - a) = (h - a)V+
4AV. Furthermore, if M is minimal then AV = 0 and grad a = aVo

Proof Let EI ,E2··· ,E2n-l be a local field of orthonormal vectors in r(TM), and X E
r(TM). Then with the help of Lemma 2(a) and Lemma 8, we have

2n-l
Xh = E ((V'xA)Ej,Ej) = (4AV +hV - aV,X) +Xa.

j=1

Hence, grad(h - a) = (h - a)V +4AV.
Now suppose M is minimal, i.e., h = O.Then

grad a = aV - 4AV.

For x E GI, by Lemma lO and the above equation, we obtain AV = 0 and so grad a = aV
on the closure of GI. On the other hand, it is clear that a = 0 and AV= 0 on Int(M - GI) as
it is an open part of a ruled real hypersurface. This completes the proof. 0

Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 2.

Proof (of Theorem 2) If da (~) is nowhere zero in an open dense subset of M then by the
Lemma 10, GI is nowhere dense. Since GI is open, it must be empty hence M is ruled
according to Lemma 1. 0

Remark 1 Theorem 2 is not true if the condition "da (~)is nowhere zero in an open dense
subset of M" is removed. In the next section, we will see that there exists certain non-ruled
real hypersurfaces satisfying (2) but with da(~) = 0 everywhere. However, there do exist
ruled real hypersurfaces that satisfy the hypotheses in Theorem 2. For instance, the ruled
real hypersurfaces given in [7]. We will briefly discu s its construction, and one may refer
to [71 for detail.

Recall that a Legendre curve y(t) = (11 (t)J2(t)) in 53 C C2, tEl, satisfies the differ-
ential equation

o;'(t) - iw(t)y'(t) + y(t) = 0
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for some nonzero real-valued function (1)(cf. [6]).
Let y(t) = (11 (t),I"2(t)) in S3, t E 1, be a unit speed Legendre curve. Then the mapping

P(ZI,'" ,Zn-I,t) = (II(t)zl,I2(t)zl,z2,'" ,Zn-I), ZI #0

defines a ruled real hypersurface in en. The squared mean curvature of the real hypersurface
is given by

2 (1)2 2
h = IZI12 (=a).

If the function (1)is selected in such a way that (1)'(t) # 0 for all t then from the above
equation, we may verify that ~a # 0 for such a ruled real hypersurface.

By using a similar argument in the real hypersurfaces constructed in [7] for the complex
projective and hyperbolic ambient spaces, one may obtain ruled real hypersurfaces with
~a #0.

4 Auxiliary lemmas

In this section, suppose that M is a connected real hypersurface in M; (e), n 2 3, satisfying
(2), i.e.,

((</>A -A</»X,Y) = 0

for any X, Y E T (~). We further suppose that {3# 0 everywhere and

grad a = aVo

We denote by U := _{3-1 </>V,then we have

(17)

(18)

Under these assumptions, we can obtain the following lemma, giving us some informa-
tion about the principal curvatures of M.

Lemma 12 (a) A</>U = 0 and AU = {3~,
(b) V'xV = _A2X + aAX + (X,v)V - e</>2X,
(e) (V'xA)Y = (AX,Y)V + (X, V)AY + (Y, V)AX -e{T/(Y)</>X + (</>X,Y)~},

foranyX,Y Er(TM).

Proof First, for x E GI, by (17) and Lemma 10, we see that A</>U = 0 at the point X. Next,
since Int(M - GI) is an open part of a ruled real hypersurface, A</>U = 0 on Int(M - GI) and
hence, we conclude that A</>U = 0 everywhere. Finally, by taking into account that A</>U = 0
and (2), we have AU = {3~ .

Next, it follows from Lemma 2, (17) and Statement (a) that T~ = O. This, together with
Lemma 7, gives T = O. Statements (b) and (c), hence can be deduced from Lemma 4 and
Lemma 8 respectively. 0

By verifying the </>U- and (</>U).l-components in Lemma 12(b), we obtain

Lemma 13 (a) grad{3 = (e+{32)</>U
(b) {3V'x</>U = _A2X + aAX - c{ </>2X + (X, </>U)</>U} .
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Since Spang, U, I/>U} is invariant by A and 1/>, together with (2), we have

Lemma 14 For any X j_ ~, U and I/>U,AX =}.X {:=:? AI/>X = }.I/>X.

Lemma 15 For any X E r(TM),

Proof By putting Y = V in Lemma 12(c) and taking into account that AV = 0, we have
-AVxV = (V, V)AX - c(I/>X, V)~. Then applying Lemma 12(a) and (b), we obtain the equa-
tion. 0

By taking into account the fact that Spang,U} is A-invariant in Lemma 15, we have
the following lemma.

Lemma 16 Let X be a unit vector tangent to M. If AX = }.X then

(a) X E Spang,U}j_ => }.(}.2 - ex). - (c+f32)) = 0,
(b) X E Spang,U} =>}.2 - ex}.- f32 = O.

5 An example of a real bypersurface in C"

The objective of this section is to give an example of a real hypersurface in Cn satisfying
(2).

Let a, b > 0 with a2 +b2 = Iand Po, PI, P2 non-negative integers with Po + PI +P2 + 2 =
n. Consider

given by

(19)

Then the mapping lJI defines a real hypersurface M in C".
Let (UI , ... , U2PI+ I) and (VI, ... , V2P2+I) be local coordinates for S2pI + I (a) and S2P2+ I(b)

respectively. Then the tangent space TwM at the point w = lJI(z, r,xI ,X2) is spanned by the
vectors

JrlJl = (XI ,X2,0);

JUj lJI = (rJujxI, 0, 0); jE{1,···,2PI+l}

JVt lJI = (0, rJvrx2, 0); l' E {I,··· ,2P2 + I}

JZ<llJI=(O,O,ea), iJzalJl=(O,O,iea); aE{I,···,po}.

where el = (1,0,··· ,0) E CPo, etc. From the above equations, we may regard M = CPo X

jR+ x ; (S2PI+I(a) xS2P2+I(b)). We let U = iJrlJl = (ixI,ix2,0) and define a unit vector
normal to M by
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Hence, the structure vector is given by

Further, we consider the following subspaces

J\o=Span{cpU}EBAo, Ao=Span{oza'p,iozatp: 1 :::;a:::;po},

Al = Span{oUjtp: 1 :::;i:::; 2pI + I}, Al = {X E AI: X .L ~,U},

Az = Span {ov~tp : 1 :::;'t" :::; 2p: + 1}, Az = {X E Az : X .L ~ , U} .

By a direct computation, we can see that

AX =AjX, 'l/X E Aj;
A~=a~+f3U, AU=f3~, AcpU=O,

(20)

where Ao = 0, Al = h/ar, AZ = -a/hr, a = (h/a - a/h)/r and f3 = l/r. By looking at (20)
and taking into account that the subs paces ,10, Al and Az are invariant by cp,we have

(CPA-Acp)X = 0,

for any X E Ao EBA I EBA2. Further, we can also see that

(CPA-Acp)U = 0, (CPA-Acp)cpU = f3~

All these amount to say that the condition (2) is satisfied, i.e., we have

(cpAX -AcpX,Y) = 0,

for all X E ~IV at the point w = tp(z, r,XI ,X2).
Since a is a real-valued function depending only on rand dtxf dr = =a]», we have

grad a = af3cpU and so ~ a = O. Furthermore, we can see that M is ruled if and only if
Al = Az = 0, or equivalently, PI = P2 = O.

M has three principal curvatures Aj, as described above, with multiplicities Zp , + I,
i E {O,1,2}. Hence M is minimal implies that (2pI + l)(h/a) - (2p2 + l)(a/h) = 0 and so

a=

We summarize all these observations in the following theorem.

Theorem 7 Let M be a real hypersurface in en, determined by the immersion (19). Then

(a) M satisfies (2);
(b) grad a = aV;
(c) Misruledifandonlyifpl =pz=O;
(d) M is minimal if and only if

a=
2pI + 1
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6 A class of real hypersurfaces in CII

In this section we consider connected real hypersurfaces M in the complex Euclidean space
CII, satisfying the hypotheses in Sect. 4, i.e., for the case c = 0, {3 #- ° everywhere, grad a =
aVand

((cpA-Acp)X,Y) =0

for any X,Y E r(9).

Lemma 17 The principal curvatures A of Mare characterized by the equation A (A 2 -
aA - {32) = 0. Furthermore, there are exactly three distinct principal curvatures at each
pointofM.

Proof By virtue of Lemma 16, we see that the principal curvatures satisfy the stated equa-
tion. Furthermore, it follows from this equation that there are at most three distinct prin-
cipal curvatures at each point. Since AcpU = 0, ~ = ° is one of the principal curvatures.
Since Spang, U} is A-invariant, there are orthonormal vectors Yj E Spang, U} such that
AYj = AjYj, where AJ - aAj - {32 = 0, for j E {1,2}. If AI = A2 then ~ is principal and so
{3= 0. This is a contradiction and the proof is completed. 0

Let ~ = 0, AI and A2 be the principal curvatures of M. Then it follows from Lemma 17
that the principal curvatures are differentiable on M and with constant multiplicities.

Denote by A j the subbundle of T M foliated by A corresponding to Aj, for j E {O, 1,2}.
It follows from (18) and Lemma 12 that Spang, U, cpU} is invariant by A, cpU E Ao, {3U +
AI; E Al and {3U + A2; E A2. Together with Lemma 14, we see that A) is of odd dimension.

Hence, we have

Lemma 18 dim A, = 2p) + l,for j E {O, 1,2}, where Po, PI and P2 are non-negative inte-
gers with Po +PI +P2 + 2 = n.

Lemma 19 grad A) = A){3cpU,for j E {O, 1,2}.

Proof It is trivial for j = 0. For j #- 0, we consider a unit vector field Y E r(Aj). It follows
from Lemma 12 that

XAj = ((Y'xA)Y,Y) = A)(X, V) = Aj{3(X,cpU),

for any X E r(TM). This completes the proof. o

Lemma 20
Y'xCPU = { 0, X E r(Ao)

-{3X, X E r(AI EBA2)

Proof It follows from Lemma 13 that Y'xCPU = 0, for any X E r(Ao). Next, for X E r(AI e
A2), then as AI ,A2 #- 0, Lemma 16 imply that _A2X + aAX = _{32X and then by virtue of

Lemma 13 again, we obtain the lemma. 0

From Lemma 12 and Lemma 20, we see that V l/IuCPU= 0, where V is the Levi-Civita
connection on C\ hence each of the integral curves of cpU is a geodesic in CII. Hence, we

have

Lemma 21 Each integral curve of cpU is a straight line in C/.
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We first consider, at the moment, the simplest case, dimAo = 1, i.e., Ao = Span{cpU},
and then we shall extend the result to the general case dimAo > 1.

Lemma 22 Suppose dim Ar,= 1. Then the distributions A" A2 and A, eA2 are integrable,
and each leaf M+ of A, EBA2 is immersed as a totally umbilical hypersurface in M. Further-
more, if M, and M2 are respectively leaves for A, and A2 then M+ is locally a Riemannian
product M, X M2.

Proof For any X" Y, E r(A,) and X2 E r(A2), by Lemma 12 and Lemma 19, we have

}q VX1Y, -AVx1 Y, = A, (X, ,y,)V
A2VX1X2-AVX1X2 = O.

(21)

(22)

The equation (21) implies that A [X, ,Yd = AdX" Yd and so [X" Yd E r(A,), or A, is inte-
grable. Similarly, we can show that A2 is integrable.

On the other hand, for any X, Y E r(A, EBA2)' it follows from Lemma 20 that

(VXY, cpU) = -(VxcpU,Y) = {3(X,Y).

This imply that [X,Y] .L cpU and hence A, EBA2is integrable. Let V+ be the Levi-Civita
connection on M+ induced by V. Then

vx Y = vt Y + (V x Y, cpU) cpU = vt Y + {3(X, Y) cpU. (23)

Therefore, M+ is a totally umbilical hypersurface in M.
Next, it follows from (22) that VX1X2E r(A2) and so VX1Y, .L r(A2)' Let V' denotes

the connection induced on M,. Then

(24)

By comparing (23) and (24), we have vt Y, = V,t Y" showing that M, is totally geodesic in
M+. Similarly, we can also see that M2 is totally geodesic in M+. Accordingly, M+ is locally
a Riemannian product M, x M2. 0

For each pair (x, ,X2) EM, x M2, by Lemma 21, the integral curve yof -cpU is a straight
line in C", Hence after a translation, we may write

y(r) = -rcpU, (r> 0).

On the other hand, let V be the Levi-Civita connection on C". Since V cfJU cpU = 0 (by
Lemma 12 and Lemma 20), cpU is independent of r. Therefore we have

Lemma 23 Suppose dim A, = I and lP(r,x, ,X2) is an isometric immersion of Minto CI1
•

Then we have
lP(r,XI ,X2) = -rcpU(xl ,X2). (XI E MI ,X2 E M2)'

Lemma 24 Suppose dim An = I. Then {3= r-I, A, = bo:' r-', A2= -ab-' r-' and a =
(ba '- ab ')r ',where a and b are positive constants.

Proof It follows from Lemma 13 that {3 is independent of X, and X2, and d{3/dr = _{32.
Therefore, by using an appropriate translation, we obtain {3= r-I

• Similarly, by Lemma 19
and then after solving a first order differential equation, we see that Aj = Cjr for some
constant Cj. On the other hand, Lemma 16 implies that A,A2= - {32and A, +A2= a, hence
we may put C, = ba I and c2 = -ab 'to obtain these expressions. 0
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Lemma 25 Suppose dimAo = 1. Then locally, M = JR+X I (MI x M2), where f(r) = r.

Proof Since Mo (= JR+) is a geodesic in M and M+ is totally umbilical in M, by a result
of [11], M is locally a warped product JR+ x f (MI x M2) and the warping function f is
determined by

1
- gradlogf = f3cpU = 73 gradf3.

Therefore f(r) = uir, for some positive constant (i). By reparametrizing the coordinate of
lR,+,we may obtain (i) = 1 so that f(r) = r. 0

Theorem 8 Let M be a real hypersurface in CIl, n ~ 3. Suppose M satisfies (2) and grad a =
aVo If f3 is never vanishing in M and dimAo = I then up to rigid motions OfCIl, M is defined
by the immersion

P: lR,+x , (s2P1+1(a) x S2P2+1(b)) -+ CPI+I x CP2+1 = CIl

given by
P(r,XI ,X2) = (rXI, rX2)

where a, b > 0 with £12+ b2 = 1 and PI +P2 + 2 = n.

Proof Let r, u = (UI,'" ,U2PI+I) and v = (VI,'" ,V2P2+1) be local coordinates for Mo, MI
and M2 respectively. Suppose w = P (r, u, v) is an isometric immersion of Minto CIl. Define

I -a(acpU + bN)
P:= 2 b2 'a +

w? .= -b(bcpU - aN)
. a2 +b2

Then P = r(pi + p2) by Lemma 23. It follows from the Gauss and Weingarten formulas,
Lemma 12, Lemma 20 and Lemma 24 that

_ _ - (I) (al)'lx(acpU+bN)=aVxCPU+bVxN=a --;.X -b -'b-;.X =0

V l/Ju(acpU +bN) = 0

for any X E r(A2)' Therefore, PI is independent of v and r. Similarly, we see that % is
independent of u and r. Since M = lR,+x , (MI X M2), the mapping XI = pi (u) (resp. X2 =
p2(v)) is an isometric immersion of MI (resp. M2) into C".

For any fixed pair r and v, without loss of generality, assume that p2 (v) = 0 then we
have pi = r-Ip. In the following, we write Pk = JPjJub Pkj = J2pjJukJUj, etc, for
j,k E {I,,,, ,2PI + I}. Then we have ~I = r-IPk and

_ I I 1 1 -
VIfII~ =~. = -lJ'kj = -VplJ'k.

Tj J r r J

Since Pj, Pk E r(AI)' by using the Gauss formula, Lemma 20 and Lemma 24, we have

_ I I I I {Vp1Pk =VpllJl + (Pj,IJ'k)-2- acpU+bN}
J J r a

=V~IPkl_(P/,lJll) !2PI
J a

where a = a(a2 +b2) 1/2 and V,lul~I denotes the Ai-component of r-I Vp Pk. Since (pi, pi) =
T
J

J

a2, pi is an isometric immersion of S2PI+ I (a) into C", hence MI is an open part of S2PI+1 (a).
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In a similar manner, we see that p2 is an isometric immersion of S2P2+1 (h) into C",
where h = b(a2 + b2)-1/2 and so M2 is an open part of S2P2+1 (h).

By using Proposition 3.2 in [5], M] is contained in a real (2pj + 2)-dimensional totally
geodesic linear subspace M, of C", for j E {I ,2}. Since M, is not totally real in C", M] is im-
mersed into Cn as a proper CR-submanifold (in the sense of Bejancu [2]) of CR-dimension
p j and hence, Mj is a holomorphic linear subspace in C". Further since (P I,p2) = 0, by
using an appropriate coordinate for Cn, we may express the holomorphic linear subspace
Mj as

MI ={(z,O) ECI! :ZECPI+I,OECP2+1},

M2 ={(O, w) E CIl : °E CPI+I, w E Cp~+I}.

Therefore, the immersion P is given by P(r,xl ,X2) = (rxl, rX2), where XI E S2PI+1(a) and
X2 E S2P2+1 (h). 0

Now, we consider the general case dim Ar, > 1. In the rest of this section, we let A .L =
{X E /\0: X .L q>U} and A = Span{ q>U} 1)/\1 )/\2.

Lemma 26 The distributions A and A .L are integrable. Furthermore, if M and M-'- is a
leaf of A and A .L respectively, then locally, Ml. is isometric to CPo, and M = M x CPo C

CPI+P2+2 x Cpo.

Proof For any X,Y E r(A-'-), by virtue of Lemma 12, we have -AVxY = 0, so VxY E
r(Ao). Furthermore, Lemma 20 imply that VxY .L q>U and so VxY E r(Al.). This im-
plies that the distributions A and A 1. are integrable; and their leaves M and Ml. are totally
geodesic in M. It follows that M is locally a Riemannian product Ml. x M.

Since Vx Y E r(A -'-)and AX = 0, for any X, Y E r(A _l_), we have Vx Y E r(A _l_), hence
Ml. can be isometrically immersed in Cn as a totally geodesic submanifold. Since M-'- is
invariant by},!VIl. is locally isometric to a holomorphic linear subspace Cpo.

When we consider !VI as a submanifold in CIl, the normal space of M at X E !VI, T/!VI =
T/ M$A/. A .L is a }-invariant ~ubbundle of the orthogonal complement of the first nor-
mal space in Tl.!VI. Moreover, /\ 1. is invariant under parallel translation with respect to
the normal connection induced on the normal bundle T-'-M of M, by a codimension reduc-
tion theorem (cf. [9]), M can be confined in a totally geodesic holomorphic linear subspace
CPI+pz+2 that is orthogonal to A +. This completes the proof. 0

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.

Proof (of Theorem 3) It immediately follows from Theorem 7, Theorem 8 and Lemma 26.
o

Proof (of Theorem 4) It immediately follows from Theorem 3, Theorem 7 and Lemma II.
o

7 A class of real hypersurfaces in Cpll

Recall that the Euclidean metric tensor on C/+ I is given by

11

(z,w) = 9t EZkWk
k=O
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where z = (ZO,ZI,'" ,Zn), W = (wo, WI,'" ,wn) E c+'.
Let s2n+ I be the unit sphere in CI1+ I centered at the origin. For any Z E S211+I, we put

~= -iz, f) the l-form on s2n+1 dual to~, and $X = iX - f)(X)z, for any X E TzS211+1.Then
($,~,f)) is a Sasakian structure on s2n+ I and

for any X,Y E r(Ts2n+I), where V is the Levi-Civita connection on s2n+1 induced by the
Euclidean metric tensor of Cn+ I.

Suppose M' is a real hypersurface in s»: I tangent to ~ and N' a unit vector field normal
to M'. Putting ~ = -$N', n' the I-form on M' dual to~' and cp'X = $X - ry'(X)N', we have

X = _cp,2X +ry'(X)~' +f)(X)~

for any X tangent to M'. Let V' and A' be the induced Levi-Civita connection and shape
operator on M' respectively. Then we have

V~~=-cp'X, A'~=-~' (25)

(V~cp')Y = ry'(Y)A'X - (A'X,Y)~' - f)(Y)X + (X,Y)~, V~~' = cp'A'X

for any X, Y tangent to M'.
The unit circle Sl acts freely on s2n+ I, i.e., (z, A) E S211+I X Sl H ZA E s2n+ I. Under the

identification induced by the action, the orbit space s2n+ 1/Sl is a complex projective space
Cpl1 of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4, i.e., c = 1.

Denote by rr : S211+1--7 cpn the Hopf fibration. The vertical subspace "Yz = Span{~}
at each z E S211+1,and the horizontal subspace ~ = {w E Cn+1 : (z, w) = (iz, w) = O} is
invariant by the action of Sl . Furthermore, the canonical projection n induced a linear iso-
morphism of Yt; onto Tn(::)cpn, hence, up to identification, we have the following decom-
position

Denote by J the induced complex structure, (,) the Riemannian metric tensor and V the
Levi-Civita connection of cpn respectively. Then we have the following identities:

H -H - - - H(JX) =cpX = -VXH~ = -V~X

((X,y))H =(XH,yH)

(Vxy)H =VXHyH - ($XH,yH)~

for any X, Y tangent to Cl?", where XH denotes the horizontal lift of X, etc.
Let P : M --7 cpn be an isometric immersion. Then M' = n-I (M) is a principal Sl-

bundle over M with totally geodesic fibers. The lift P' :M' --7 S211+I is an isometric immer-
sion so that no P' = po n, i.e.,

M' 'l"

(26)

M

Conversely, for a Sl-invariant isometric immersion P' : M' --7 s2n+ I, there is a unique
isometric immersion P: M --7 cpn such that no P' = Po n.
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Now consider real hypersurfaces M and tV! respectively in Cpl1 and S211+I as described
above such that the diagram (26) commutes. From the above identities, we obtain

NH=N', ~H=~', (cpxt=cp'XH,

(Vxy)H = V~HyH - (cp'XH,yH)~,

(AX)H =A'XH + (XH,~')~ (27)

for any X, Y tangent to M.
Consider the invariant distribution z" on M' given by!!)~ = {XH :X E !!)rr(w)}, wE M'.

Now for any X,Y E r(!!)), we see that

((cp'A' _A'cp')XH,yH) = (cp'(AX)H _A'(cpX)H,yH)

= ((cpAX)H - (AcpX)H,yH)

= (((cpA -Acp)X,y))H.

Since n* is a linear isomorphism of !!):v to !!)rr(w), w E M', we have proved the following
lemma.

Lemma 27 Let M and M' be real hypersurfaces, respectively in Cpl1 and S211+I as described
above. Suppose the diagram (26) commutes. Then M satisfies (2) if and only if M' satisfies

((cp'A'-A'cp')X',y') =0 (28)

foranyX',y' E r(!!)').

Assume that grad a = aVo For any X E r(TM), we have

where a' = a 0 it: Next since ~a' = (n* ~) a = 0, we conclude that

grad a' = a'VH.

Conversely, it is clear that the above condition implies grad a = aV. Hence we have

Lemma 28 Let M and M' be real hypersurjaces, respectively in Cpl1 and S211+I as described
above. Then grad a = aV if and only if grad a' = a'VH.

We may also, alternatively, regard cpn as the collection of equivalent classes of complex
lines in C~+I = CIl+1 - {O}. The group C* = GLI(C) acts freely on C~+I, i.e., (Z,A) E
C~+ I X C* H ZA E C~+ I. Under the identification induced by the action, the orbit space
C~+ I/C* is ci-,

Denote by ljf : C~+I --1 cpn the cannonical projection. Suppose tp : M --1 Cpll is an
isometric immersion. Then tV! = IJr I (M) is C-invariant and it is a principal C*-bundle over
M. Further the lift P : tV! --1 C~+ I is an isometric immersion so that ljf 0 P = tp 0 ljf, i.e.,

(29)

lJ1M ---4 Cpll
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Conversely, for a C*-invariant isometric immersion P : M -t C~+ I, there is a unique
isometric immersion '1' : M -t Cpl1 such that Jr 0 '1" = '1' 0 Jr.

With the above notation, M is the cone over M' with the origin of CI1+ I. M is a warped
product of JR*x r M', where JR*= JR- {O} and r a coordinate of JR*.The immersions '1" :
M' -t S211+ 1 and P :M -t C~+ 1 are related by

P(r,x) = rP'(x), Vr E JR., x EM'. (30)

For a vector X tangent to M', we denote by the same X, the extension of X along the rays
of the cone Mover M' by parallel translation, and denote by the same ~', the distribution of
all such vector fields in M. Further, we denote by A the shape operator of M, ($, ~ , f)) the
induced almost contact structure on M, etc. It follows from (30) that

~ = -$(dPjdr), N=N' , (31 )

$X = «x, VX E r(~'),
~ I , ,
AX(r,x) = -A Xt, Vr E JR*,x EM,

r
A$~ = O.

(32)

Also, if f is a real-valued function on M' and J a real-valued function on M given by
J(r,x) = f(x), r E JR., x EM' then from (30), we have

~ I
X(r,x)f = -Xxi· (33)

r

The holomorphic distribution ~ on M is given by

~ =~' (J)Span{~,$~}.

Lemma 29 Let M and M be real hypersurfaces, respectively in cpn and C~+I as described
above. Suppose the diagram (29) commutes. Then M satisfies (2) if and only if tV! satisfies

(($A-A$)X,y) =0 (34)

for any X, Y E r(~).

Proof Let M' be a real hypersurface S211+1such that the diagram (26) commutes. Note that
the equation (28) is equivalent to

(<f>'A'-A'<f>')X' = -(A'<f>'X',~')~' (35)

for any X E r(~'). Also, the equation (34) is equivalent to

(36)

for any X E r(~).
(35) ~ (36). If (35) holds, by a direct calculation,

($A-A$)~+(A$~,~)~ =0

($,1 -A$)$~ - (A~,~)~ = 0

n,'A'X A'n,'X + (A'n,'X,t)t =0($,1 -A$)X + (A$X,~)~ = .:_'I'__ __:_'I'_ 'I' ~ ~
r r
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for any X E r(q1'). This proved (36).
(36) =? (35). This can be done using a similar argument as in the derivatiion of the

previous equation.
Hence, the lemma follows from Lemma 27. o

By (27), we see that
A'S' = a's' - ¢'V' - ~.

Hence
A~ = a~+~O

where a = a' [r, ~ = Jf3'2 + l/r, 0 = -(~V' +~)I Jf3'2 + 1.
Now suppose grad a' = a'V'. Since 0 is tangent to M' and 0 .L V', from the hypothesis

we have 0 a = O. Also, for X tangent to M' with X .L 0, ~O,we have X a = O. Finally, it

follows from (31) that
~ ~ V' - (Jp I(Jr
¢U = ----;===--Jf3'2+1 .

By using (33) and the assumption grad a' = a'V', we have

~~ a' {3,2 + a' ~¢Ua= =a{3.
r2 Jf3'2 + I

Hence, we conclude that grad a = a~~O. Conversely, from a similar calculation, we see
that grad a = a~~O implies grad a' = a'V'. According to Lemma 28, we obtain

Lemma 30 Let M and Nt be real hypersurfaces, respectively in cpn and C~+l as described
above. Suppose the diagram (29) commutes. Then grad a = aV if and only if grad a =

a~~O.
Proof (of Theorem 5) It is clear that the real hypersurface Nt in C~+1 consisting of points
w = (rxl,rx2,Z) is invariant under the action of C •. Hence the necessity part follows from
Lemma 29, Lemma 30 and Theorem 3.

Conversely, assume that M is a real hypersurface in cpn, n ~ 3, with grad a = aV and

satisfying the condition (2).
Let Go be the open set consisting of points x for which {3 (x) ::J. O. If Go is empty then S

is principal and ¢A =A¢, so by Theorem 1, M is of type A 1 or A2· From the construction of
these real hypersurfaces (cf. [25]), under the projection w, M is the image of Nt, a cone over
the clifford hypersurface S2PI + 1 X S2P2+ 1 in s2n-,-l . Hence M is defined by the immersion (3)

with po = O.
Now suppose Go is non-empty. Then it follows from Lemma 16 that M has at least four

and at most five distinct principal curvatures Aj, j E {O, 1,2,3,4} in Go, where

Ao = 0; (37)

with constant multiplicities 2po + I, 1, 1, 2Pl and 2P2 respectively, on Go. Here we have

considered c = 1.
We shall show that Go is a dense subset in M. Suppose to the contrary that the interior of

M - Go, Int(M Go) is non-empty. Note that the open submanifold Int(M - Go) is of type
A 1 or A2, hence, it has at least two and at most three locally constant principal curvatures
a, f.Ll and f.L2, with multiplicities I, 2(n - q - 2) and 2q respectively on Int(M - Go). In
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particular, J.ll and J.l2 are locally nonzero constant on Int(M - Go) (cf. [25]). At the boundary
points of Go, it follows from (37) that the principal curvature A = 0 has multiplicity 2po +3.
But this contradicts the fact that J.ll and J.l2 are locally constant in Int(M - Go) and the
continuity of the principal curvatures. Hence, we have showed that Go is open and dense in
M. Accordingly, up to rigid motions, M is defined by the immersion (3) with Po > O.This
completes the proof. 0

Proof (of Theorem 6) Note that M is minimal if and only if !VI is minimal. Hence, by The-
orem 4 and Theorem 5, we obtain the classification of minimal real hypersurfaces in cpn
satisying condition (2). 0
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